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It's been a while since I've looked at this subject. My impression was that cats have better night vision than owls. A lot of owls were slightly better than cats. Some owls had greater depth perception than cats. One patient had equal depth perception to a cat and an owl. These differences were attributed to the different depth perception that people naturally have that is correlated with length of time they
have Please correct me if this is not correct. TIA I am going to hazard an educated guess that a cat's eyes are optimized for the amount of light in its environment. To begin with, I would guess that the density of cones varies as sunlight increases. Cat eyes are optimized for dim environments, such as living indoors where most of them spend their lives. I don't think it is fair to say that cat eyes are at
their maximum level of functioning throughout the day, because they are built to operate at night when there is much less light. You will notice your cat's eyes glow when he/she is in dim conditions and look at the cat's eyes in dim light or when there is a brighter light source. Edit: I should point out that I understand that humans do have some cat-like characteristics and that they may have different

eye physiology than their feline counterparts. Is there a difference in the pupil size for cats and dogs? Shrinkage of the eye is not the same as shrinkage of the pupil. The pupil is the opening of the iris, which is the colored part of the eye. It is located in the frontal part of the eye just in front of the retina. Note that the pupil is a different organ of the eye than the iris. It cannot shrink. It just opens and
closes. The only shrinkage that is defined as being in the eye is "shrinkage of the globe", which refers to the shape of the eye, which, of course, is a different organ. The pupil size and eye size are two entirely different issues. I had once at the hospital an elderly person who had had cataracts surgically removed. That person was quite nearsighted. I remember that when he was examined in the doctor's

office with the eye chart, his pupils were dilated wide open. This was a sign of nearsightedness. I think that the main purpose of vision is to get pictures to the brain and transmit information to the body. I assume that is why size of the eye is not so important. Of course, there
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I want to extract everything including the [CRACKED] and [BEST] tags. My approach so far is: "s /\[CRACKED\]/ /g" | "s /\[BEST\]/ /g" This does not return anything for the file mentioned above. A: You could try the below one-liner by combining sed and grep. $ sed '/\[CRACKED\]/{h;s/\([^\]*\)/\1/;}' file grep '\[CRACKED\]' file | sed's/\[\]//g' OR $ sed '/\[CRACKED\]/h;s/\([^\]*\)/\1/;g' file
DEMO \[CRACKED\] - Match the literal string [CRACKED] h - Toggle the hold space { - OPEN curly brace s/\([^\]*\)/\1/; - Replace any character matched with [^]* followed with \1 g - to match all lines } - CLOSE curly brace - Print the hold space pattern space value between [ and ] on current line | - OR grep '\[CRACKED\]' file | sed's/\[\]//g' - get all the lines between [ and ] from the grep
output sed '/\[CRACKED\]/h;s/\([^\]*\)/\1/;g' file - Regex alternative with grouping grep '\[CRACKED\]' file | sed's/\[\]//g' - get all the lines between [ and ] from the grep output sed's/\[\]//g' - remove all the characters which are between [ and ]. Class of 2017 Recruiting Watch 2015 -16 Current 2016 Recruits Defensive Backs Aaron Gregorski DB 6'2", 180 (Wall Township, N.J.) The Under Armour
Football Insider (Oct. 3, 2015) says, "Gregorski runs a 4.5 40-yard dash and is only a foot shorter than current Xavier (Calif.) safety Eddie Jackson.... in addition to being a great cover safety, f678ea9f9e
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